YOUR SUPPORT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
We are truly grateful for each donation we receive, regardless of size and frequency. Thank you for your support.

YOUR DONATION TO CLUB FOR GROWTH
$  
(£5,000 maximum per calendar year)

☐ Monthly recurring contribution
☐ Corporate contribution

YOUR DONATION TO CLUB FOR GROWTH PAC ENDORSED CANDIDATES

YOUR DONATION TO SENATE CANDIDATES

☐ $___________  Steve Daines (MT-SEN)  “Steve Daines for Montana”
☐ $___________  Cynthia Lummis (WY-SEN)  “Lummis for Wyoming Inc.”
☐ $___________  Ben Sasse (NE-SEN)  “Ben Sasse for U.S. Senate, Inc.”
☐ $___________  Tommy Tuberville (AL-SEN)  “Tuberville for Senate, Inc.”

YOUR DONATION TO HOUSE CANDIDATES

☐ $___________  Eric Brakey (ME-02)  “Brakey for Congress”
☐ $___________  Ted Budd (NC-13)  “Ted Budd for Congress”
☐ $___________  Steve Chabot (OH-01)  “Chabot for Congress”
☐ $___________  Nick Freitas (VA-07)  “Friends of Nick Freitas”
☐ $___________  Bill Hightower (AL-01)  “Hightower for Alabama”
☐ $___________  Jeanne Ives (IL-06)  “Jeanne Ives for Congress”
☐ $___________  Mike Garcia (CA-25)  “Mike Garcia for Congress”
☐ $___________  Thomas Massie (KY-04)  “Thomas Massie for Congress”
☐ $___________  Nancy Mace (SC-01)  “Nancy Mace for Congress”
☐ $___________  Rich McCormick (GA-07)  “Friends of McCormick”
☐ $___________  Barry Moore (AL-02)  “Barry Moore for Congress”
☐ $___________  Scott Perry (PA-10)  “Patriots for Perry”
☐ $___________  Matt Rosendale (MT-AL)  “Matt Rosendale for Montana”
☐ $___________  Chip Roy (TX-21)  “Chip Roy for Congress”
☐ $___________  David Schweikert (AZ-06)  “David Schweikert for Congress”
☐ $___________  Victoria Spartz (IN-05)  “Victoria Spartz for Indiana”

YOUR DONATION TO OTHER COMPETITIVE RACES

☐ $___________  David Perdue (GA-SEN)  “Perdue for Senate”
☐ $___________  Ross Spano (FL-15)  “Ross Spano for Congress”

2020 CONTRIBUTION FORM

1 SELECT YOUR LEVEL(S) OF CONTRIBUTION

CLUB FOR GROWTH PAC ENDORSED CANDIDATES

YOUR DONATION TO

SENSOR CANDIDATES

☐ $___________  Steve Daines (MT-SEN)  “Steve Daines for Montana”
☐ $___________  Cynthia Lummis (WY-SEN)  “Lummis for Wyoming Inc.”
☐ $___________  Ben Sasse (NE-SEN)  “Ben Sasse for U.S. Senate, Inc.”
☐ $___________  Tommy Tuberville (AL-SEN)  “Tuberville for Senate, Inc.”

YOUR DONATION TO HOUSE CANDIDATES

☐ $___________  Eric Brakey (ME-02)  “Brakey for Congress”
☐ $___________  Ted Budd (NC-13)  “Ted Budd for Congress”
☐ $___________  Steve Chabot (OH-01)  “Chabot for Congress”
☐ $___________  Nick Freitas (VA-07)  “Friends of Nick Freitas”
☐ $___________  Bill Hightower (AL-01)  “Hightower for Alabama”
☐ $___________  Jeanne Ives (IL-06)  “Jeanne Ives for Congress”
☐ $___________  Mike Garcia (CA-25)  “Mike Garcia for Congress”
☐ $___________  Thomas Massie (KY-04)  “Thomas Massie for Congress”
☐ $___________  Nancy Mace (SC-01)  “Nancy Mace for Congress”
☐ $___________  Rich McCormick (GA-07)  “Friends of McCormick”
☐ $___________  Barry Moore (AL-02)  “Barry Moore for Congress”
☐ $___________  Scott Perry (PA-10)  “Patriots for Perry”
☐ $___________  Matt Rosendale (MT-AL)  “Matt Rosendale for Montana”
☐ $___________  Chip Roy (TX-21)  “Chip Roy for Congress”
☐ $___________  David Schweikert (AZ-06)  “David Schweikert for Congress”
☐ $___________  Victoria Spartz (IN-05)  “Victoria Spartz for Indiana”

YOUR DONATION TO OTHER COMPETITIVE RACES

☐ $___________  David Perdue (GA-SEN)  “Perdue for Senate”
☐ $___________  Ross Spano (FL-15)  “Ross Spano for Congress”

Federal Contribution Limits

☐ $2,800 MAXIMUM
☐ $5,600 MAXIMUM
☐ $8,400 MAXIMUM

ON REVERSE 2 YOUR INFORMATION 3 COMPLETE PAYMENT INFORMATION 4 INSTRUCTIONS FOR RETURN
LEGAL DISCLAIMERS

Donations to Club for Growth are not deductible as charitable contributions for Federal income tax purposes and may be used for political purposes such as supporting or opposing candidates. No funds will be earmarked or reserved for any political purpose. Contributions from foreign nationals (non-Green Card holders), government contractors and national banks are prohibited.

Donations to Club for Growth PAC and Club for Growth Action or to Federal candidate campaign committees are not deductible as charitable contributions for Federal income tax purposes. Contributions from foreign nationals (non-Green Card holders), government contractors and national banks are prohibited. Contributions from corporations to Club for Growth PAC or federal candidate campaign committees are prohibited.

Contributions made to the Club for Growth PAC directly will be spent for Club PAC activities and programs as the PAC determines within its sole discretion. Contributions made directly to the PAC will not be earmarked for any candidate. All contributions are voluntary and you may refuse to contribute without reprisal.

Club for Growth Action is an independent expenditure committee established by the Club for Growth. Your contribution to Club for Growth Action affirms your membership in the Club for Growth.

*Federal law requires us to use our best efforts to collect and report the name, mailing address, occupation, and employer of individuals whose contributions to candidates or the Club for Growth PAC, Club for Growth Action or to an individual candidate campaign committee exceeds $200 in a calendar year.

FOR QUESTIONS OR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL US AT 202-955-5500

LEGAL DISCLAIMERS

Paid for by Club for Growth PAC and not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee. 202-955-5500